Spiritual Direction in Orthodox Monasticism
their choice of the monastery they lived in, their relationship with their elder, abbot or abbess, etc. 2 Actually, there is not one single approach to this topic in Orthodox monasticism. Each monastery makes use of media and new technologies to a different extent, depending on the abbot's or elder's spiritual school, and in some places these are completely missing (definitely at Mount Athos and its dependencies in Europe), because they are perceived as a way of keeping in touch with the world from which monks intend to distance themselves. In other places, however, there is a moderate consumption of information technology: mobile phones and personal computers are allowed, and elders keep electronic correspondence with their of monastic tradition on spiritual guidance (readings from The Sayings of the Desert Fathers and from contemporary prominent elders, such as Abbot Aemilianos in Greece, Abbot Placide in France and Abbot Sophrony in the uk).
Actual Aspects of Monastic Life
I was in a women's monastery in Greece when, one night I needed to use something in the kitchen. There I came across the abbess of the monastery, the most revered Gerontissa (abbess in Greek), scrubbing the stove and sweeping the floor. She was doing this instead of the sisters in charge of the cleaning of the kitchen who, for specific reasons, had not been able to carry on their duties. The next day I asked her how come a highly educated and refined woman like herself had given up her career and scrubbed stoves in the middle of the night in the remote countryside of Greece. She answered: "The aim of our life, as nun, is to stop sinning. A sinless life can be achieved also through scrubbing the stove." Abbot Aemilianos said that in monasticism "visible man lives in order to possess invisible God/Man" (Aemilianos, 1999: 123) . This confirms the general statement that the purpose of monastic life is theosis (deification), which does not amount to becoming a god, but to restoring God's image in the human being. According to Orthodox spiritual writings, this should be the purpose of any human being, be it a lay person (single or married) or a monk. This aspiration corresponds to what Weber calls the religious virtuosity, or a kind of spiritual aristocracy devoted to the pursuit of perfection and salvation within a given religious tradition. In order to reach it, monks and nuns choose to live apart from the world, in simplicity, prayer and obedience to an experienced virtuoso. Their ascesis is only a means to achieve theosis, not an aim in itself.
Inheritors of the first monks of the Egyptian desert in 4th century, today's monks do not flee the world for a geographical desert; they rather create it within: they are cut from the world, having no television, radio, newspapers, computers or internet and no entertainment.2 They have limited interaction
